
3.0 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 OPERABILITY RE UIREMENTS

Nhen a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to be inoperable solely because its
emergency power source is inoperable, or solely because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be
considered operable for the purpose of satisfying the requirements of its applicable Limiting Condition
for Operation, provided: (1) its corresponding normal or emergency power source is operable; and (2) all
of its redundant system(s), subsystem(s), train(s), component(s) and device(s) are operable, or likewise
satisfy the requirements of this specification. Unless both conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied, the
unit shall be placed in a condition stated in the individual specification.

In the event a Limiting Condition for Operation and/or associated surveillance requirements cannot be
satisfied because of circumstances in excess of those addressed in the specification, the unit shall be
placed in a condition consistent with the individual specification unless corrective measures are
completed that permit operation under the permissible surveillance requirements for the specified time
interval as measured from initial discovery or until the reactor is placed in an operational condition in
which the specification is not applicable.

< 0 SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.0.1 SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS
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Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the specified surveillance interval with a maximum
allowable extension not to exceed 25 percent of the specified surveillance interval.

BASES

Specification 4.0.1 establishes the limit for which the specified time interval for Surveillance
Requirements may be extended. It permits an allowable extension of the normal surveillance interval to
facilitate surveillance scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditions that may not be
suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing surveillance or
maintenance activities. It also provides flexibility to accommodate the length of a fuel cycle for
survei llances that are performed at each refueling outage and are specified with a 24 month surveillance
interval. It is not intended that this provision be used repeatedly as a convenience to extend
surveillance intervals beyond that specified for surveillances that are not performed during refueling
outages. The limitation of Specification 4.0.1 is based on engineering judgement and the recognition that
the most probable result of any particular surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance
with the Surveillance Requirements. This provision is sufficient to ensure that the reliability ensured
through surveillance activities is not significantly degraded beyond that obtained from the specified
surveillance interval.
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